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Disclaimer
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information in this guide and what your vet says – it more likely that your vet  
is correct.
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This guide is an educational guide for chicken health problems.  
It has been developed over many years by our in house chicken 
experts and covers most of the common problems that affect 
chickens.  We hope you find it useful but if you have any comments 
or questions about the guide please email james@omlet.co.uk.

We have included a great range of health products. You can 
purchase these from the Omlet shop. All items are dispatched 
quickly normally within 24 hours of your order, so your chicken can 
be treated quickly.
 
All prices are shown in this guide are approximate.  
See www.omlet.co.uk/shop for up to date prices.

Yours,
The Omlet Team

www.omlet.co.uk/shop


Egg-laying problems
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Topics covered: Prolapsed back end, stuck egg, straining with 
no stuck egg and no eggs.

Is she straining to lay an egg?

Has she prolapsed (you can see 
pink internal muscle pushed out 
during egg laying)?

This could be an inflamed 
cloaca (a symptom is 
sometimes diarrhoea) in 
which case you should 
take your hen tot he vet.

To help the chicken lay the egg you can try 
rubbing a little vegetable oil around her 
vent. If this doesn’t help then holding the 
hen safely above some steaming water 
can relax the muscles. If you can not hold 
your chicken calmly then you can sit her in 
a bowl of warm water.

Tip: 
Egg laying problems are often
related to stress so its a good 
idea to check that you are 
keeping the eglu clean, that food 
and water are easily available, 
that the chickens aren’t being 
stressed by predators. 

Your hen may be taking a break from laying! She 
could also be either too young or too old. Is she 
stressed for some reason for example by predators? 
There may be an underlying issue which your vet 
could do a blood/faecal test for.

Is your hen laying?

Can you see the 
egg or feel the egg 
in the abdomen?

You need to separate the hen immediately from the 
others. Wash the vent with lukewarm water and mild 
disinfectant and push muscle back. Haemorrhoid cream 
can help shrink the prolapse and make it easier to push 
back in. You need to stop the hen laying for a while 
by limiting water and starving for at least 24 hours. 
Gradually begin feeding again, you can also encourage 
hen to go broody by putting lots of false eggs in the 
nest. You should also ensure that the hen has a good 
calcium intake so that the oviduct is strong and healthy. 
Unfortunately once occurred this is often an ongoing 
problem and should seek advice from your vet if the 
problem persists.

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes Yes

Recommended products:

Chicken Spice ~ £4.00
Not a new aftershave but a 
mineral supplement.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/spice

Chicken Tonic ~ £3.50
This is a mineral supplement 
that you add to the water. 
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/spice

Mixed Chicken Grit ~ £4.50
Essential part of your chickens 
diet to help them digest food.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/grit

www.omlet.co.uk/shop/jelly
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/jelly
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/jelly


Problems with eggs
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Topics covered: Blood spots, strange shapes and not laying.

Has she been laying less
than a month?

Is there blood on the 
outside of the shell?

If your hen is not laying please see 
the sheet (Problems with laying.)

During the early part of the egg
formation sometimes a spot of 
blood may become embedded in 
the albumen. Sometimes caused 
by a shock it normally rights itself. 
The egg can still be safely eaten  
if cooked.

Are the eggs strange 
shapes or sizes?

When chickens first start to lay
they can produce eggs of varying
sizes, shapes and shell states.
They generally will get the hang of
things within a month and produce
perfect eggs every time.

Occasionally small blood vessels can
rupture, this is often a result of a 
young hen laying large eggs and is 
nothing to worry about. If the shells 
have small spots of blood on them, 
rather than streaks, then it could 
be red mites. Clean the eglu
thoroughly and then treat with 
an anti mite powder.

Older hens which are good layers 
can get womb exhaustion which can 
affect the manufacture of the egg 
including the shell. If the shell gland 
is adversely affected then it will 
produce eggs with ridges, crinkled 
shells and varying shapes.
An infected or inflamed shell gland 
could also cause these problems. 
Best to see a vet.

Are there blood spots  
inside the egg?

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Tip: 
Laying chickens require two 
types of grit. One is the insoluble 
grit for the gizzard and the other 
is the soluble grit such as oyster
shell for the egg shell.

Recommended products:

Mixed Chicken Grit ~ £4.50
Essential part of your chickens 
diet to help them digest food.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/grit

Red Mite Powder ~ £8.50
Keeping your eglu clean is the  
best way to keep red mites away. 
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/mite

Diatomaceous Earth ~ £5.00
Can control both internal and 
external parasites.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/earth
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Problems with shells
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Topics covered: Weak shells, strange shapes and not laying.

Do you feed your 
chickens extra grit?

Are the eggs strange 
shapes or sizes?

Are the shells weak?

Is your hen over 2 years old?

Feeding a mixed chicken grit can
improve the egg shells. Grit tip.
Laying chickens require two types of
grit. One is the insoluble grit for the
gizzard and the other is the soluble
grit such as oyster shell for the  
egg shell. You can also add a tea 
spoon of limestone flour to the 
feed and this helps make the  
shells stronger.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Older hens which are good layers 
can get womb exhaustion which 
can affect the manufacture of the 
egg including the shell. If the shell 
gland is adversely affected then 
it will produce eggs with ridges, 
crinkled shells and varying shapes.
An infected or inflamed shell gland 
could also cause these problems. 
Best to see a vet.

When chickens first start to lay
they can produce eggs of varying
sizes, shapes and shell states.
They generally will get the hang 
of things within a month and 
produce perfect eggs 
every time.

Sometimes as the hen gets older 
the egg laying becomes less 
regular and can even stop. If the 
womb of the hen becomes
exhausted this can effect shell 
quality. Possible treatment is 
to stop the hen laying eggs for 
several months by withdrawing 
water for 24 hrs and feed for
48 hrs then placing lots of eggs in 
the nest to make hen go broody.

Has she been wormed in the
last 6 months?

Has she been laying less
than a month?

Yes

No

No

No No

No

Recommended products:

Mixed Chicken Grit ~ £4.50
Essential part of your chickens 
diet to help them digest food.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/grit

Verm-X ~ £11.00
100% natural ideal for controlling 
parasites in chickens.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/verm

Please seek veterinary attention. 
This could be a genetical problem of
the hen.

Free range chickens can pick up
worms which live in their digestive
system interrupting the proper 
supply of nutrients to the chicken 
affecting egg laying. A vet can 
supply an effective wormer or you 
can try a herbal remedy such as 
Vermex. Please see worm sheet.
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Problems with the pecking order
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When you introduce a new hen to 
a group it can disrupt the hierarchy 
that has already been established. 
This will often lead to the new hen 
being picked on and pecked. To 
minimise the risk of this the hens 
should be introduced slowly and 
allowed to get used to each other 
gradually. If they do start to peck 
then separating them is best. If this 
isn’t possible then using Stockholm
tar to cover the affected area can be 
an effective way to deter the other 
chickens from pecking. If blood has
already been drawn then you 
should separate the hen until you 
can safely reintroduce her.

Feather loss could be as a result of 
your chickens getting too hot. Make 
sure the ventilation in the eglu isn’t 
blocked and provide extra shade 
outside. Make sure water and food 
containers area easily accessible and 
regularly topped up. You may need 
to provide your hens with more
space. If a hen is moulting it can
aggravate this issue.

Is there a new chicken
in the group?

No

Yes

Tip: 
To ensure good feather
condition supplement your hens 
diet with vitamins and nutrients 
every 2 weeks throughout the 
year. Beware of giving too many 
supplements as this can also 
create problems.

Recommended products:

Stockholm Tar ~ £6.50
Useful for applying to sore 
patches on your chickens.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/
stockholm

Anti Pek spray ~ £3.30
A spray that tastes horrible to  
birds, to prevent feather plucking. 
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/spray

Shade ~ £9.00
Keep your chickens cool in the 
Summer months.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/shade

Grub ~ £10.00
The Grub holds enough food to 
feed four chickens for two days.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/grub

Glug ~ £10.00
Holds four pints of water and  
keeps it clean and fresh.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/glug
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Feather Loss
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Topics covered: Pecking, moulting, lice and over heating.

Is there a new chicken
in the group?

Is she laying?

Tip: 
To ensure good feather condition 
supplement your hens diet with 
vitamins and nutrients every 
2 weeks throughout the year. 
Beware of giving too many 
supplements as this can also 
create problems.

Lice live on the chickens, in the 
chickens dust bath or in the 
droppings tray. You can check by 
holding your chicken and parting 
their feathers around the vent
and under the wings. The most 
effective treatment is a wormer 
called Eprirnex (also known as 
ivomectin). Your vet can administer 
this. Treatment is 5 drops on
the back of the neck of a large 
adult chicken. It will also worm the 
hen. Dog and cat lice treatments 
such as Frontline have been 
known to work with hens.

Lice

It could be that the 
hen is rubbing feathers 
away on something 
such as the food 
container or the holes 
in a fence.

Is there any sign of 
pecking by other hens?

When you introduce a new bird to a group it can 
disrupt the hierarchy that has already been established. 
This will often lead to the new bird being picked on 
and pecked. To minimise the risk of this the birds 
should be introduced slowly and allowed to get used 
to each other gradually. If they do start to peck then 
separating them is best. If this isn’t possible then using 
Stockholm tar to cover the affected area can be an 
effective way to deter the other chickens from pecking. 
If blood has already been drawn then you should 
separate the hen until you can safely reintroduce her.

Are there any signs of mites or lice?

Feather loss could be as a result of 
your chickens getting too hot. Make 
sure the ventilation in the eglu isn’t 
blocked and provide extra shade 
outside. Make sure water and food 
containers area easily accessible and 
regularly topped up. You may need 
to provide your hens with more
space. If a hen is moulting it can
aggravate this issue.

She is most probably moulting. 
Once a year chickens loose their 
feathers and then grow them back, 
its nothing to worry about. Its a
good idea to give your chicken 
extra calcium and vitamin D3 (which 
promotes the absorption of calcium 
and phosphorous). A good way to 
do this is with Zolcal dissolved in 
water or chicken extra nutrients 
in the form of chicken spice.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Red mite live dark places in your 
eglu and don’t actually live on the 
chicken. They only come out at 
night and crawl and feed on the
chickens. You can check for mite 
by searching around the roosting 
bars or in bedding. They will be 
red, small (around 1mm) and slow
moving. If you see small red spots 
on the eggs shells this can also 
indicate red mite. Clean the eglu 
thoroughly then treat with an  
anti mite powder.Red Mite

Recommended products:

Stockholm Tar ~ £6.50
Useful for applying to sore 
patches on your chickens.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/
stockholm

Anti Pek spray ~ £3.30
A spray that tastes horrible to  
birds, to prevent feather plucking. 
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/spray

Shade ~ £9.00
Keep your chickens cool in the 
Summer months.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/shade

Chicken Spice ~ £4.00
Not a new aftershave but a  
mineral supplement.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/spice

Red Mite Powder ~ £8.50
It is 100% natural, non-toxic and 
non-irritant.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/red mite
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Respiratory problems
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Topics covered: Mycoplasma, gapeworms, allergy and foreign bodies.

Does she also have a 
swollen eye, rattly breath 
and a nasal discharge?

Is she gasping for air, 
shaking her head?

Easy usage of Flubenvet. 5g of 
flubenvet with 4kg of food (a 
bucket full) fed for 7 days has nil 
withdrawal but does not  
do tapeworm.

Does your hen have 
cold like symptoms?

A vet can take swabs to make an accurate diagnosis 
but it is probably Mycoplasmosis which is best 
treated with antibiotics. Tylan is the usual choice 
and will have an immediate effect when injected. 
Mycoplasma is infectious so you should separate 
infected hens. Differential Diagnosis could include 
7 fowl coryza, avian infectious laryngotracheitis or 
infectious bronchitis.

This sounds like gape worm which 
can be accurately diagnosed by a 
faeces sample. Gape worm eggs are 
picked up by chickens from earth 
worms, snails and slugs. Flubenvet 
would be the recommended 
treatment. We have heard of dog 
and cat wormers such as panacur 
being used to successfully treat
gapeworm. When using medication 
not specifically for chickens adopt a 
standard egg withdrawal period  
of 10 days.

This could be an allergy. Is the area very dusty or next 
to fields? Chickens can get hayfever too. If you think 
its causing your hen discomfort you can take her to the 
vet for possible cortico steroid treatment.

She could have a foreign body stuck 
in her windpipe. Take bird by the 
legs and shake upside down with 
care to dislodge. If this doesn’t work 
see a vet straight away.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes
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Problems with the comb
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Is it swollen?

This could be Infectious Coryza which is caused by a 
bacteria. Other symptoms include inflammation of the
eyes and nose, conjunctivitis, sneezing and facial 
swellings. You should take your chicken to the vet
for treatment with antibiotic such as Tylan.

Is it blue?

A blue comb could be a sign of Fowl Cholera other 
symptoms of Fowl Cholera include sneezing,
diarrhoea and loss of appetite. Treatment is by an 
antibiotic such as Baytril.

Is it purple?

Is it pale/white?
Is your chicken
moulting?

Yes

Yes

Does she have an
unusual looking/
coloured comb?

A pale comb is usually a sign of anaemia which can be 
caused by parasites such as red mite, lice and internal 
worms. If found lice and internal worms have been 
successfully treated with eprirnex, dosage is 5 drops on 
back of neck for a large adult chicken. Also feed a
vitamin and nutrient supplement with iron content 
such as Chicken Tonic or Chicken Spice. For red mite, 
clean house thoroughly and dust with mite powder.

This could be a sign of heart failure or nitrate 
poisoning. If its poisoning then your vet may be able 
to treat this. Unfortunately there is no treatment for 
heart failure. If its very cold your chicken may just have 
frostbitten comb, distinguishable because the tips  
will have turned black. Warm between fingers and 
apply vaseline to insulate.

Recommended products:

Petroleum jelly ~ £3.50
Helps to protect wounds from 
infection, treats scaly leg.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/jelly

Red Mite Powder ~ £8.50
It is 100% natural, non-toxic  
and non-irritant.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/mite

Chicken Spice ~ £4.00
Not a new aftershave but a mineral 
supplement.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/spice

A chickens comb will become pale when the hen 
is moulting. Its a good idea to give your chicken 
extra calcium and vitamin D3 (which promotes the 
absorption of calcium and phosphorous). 
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This chicken may be getting bullied 
away from the food by other 
dominant hens. Make another food 
source available.

If your chicken has not drunk for 
more than 24hrs or eaten for 36hrs 
then you should take her to the vet.

Yes

No

Have you introduced a new
hen to the flock?

Chickens are very conservative 
with their feeding practice and 
even a small change can make 
them wary. Changes include the
colour and position of the bowl, 
the food constituents or physical 
appearance of the food. If you 
want to change the feed its
best to mix the two types 
together over 5-10 days to make 
the full change.

Yes

No

Chickens not eating properly

www.omlet.co.uk

Topics covered: Worming and changing diet.

Has there been a sudden 
change in diet?

Is your chicken 
eating and 
drinking normally?

Old hens sometimes loose
condition, you can give
supplements such as chicken
spice. Commercial hens live to
3-5 years old.

No

Yes

Free range chickens can pick up  
small worms which live in their 
digestive system interrupting the 
proper supply of nutrients to the 
chicken. Please see sheet on worms.

YesAre your chickens 
free ranging?

Is the chicken underweight?
You can check by weighing
your hen or simply feeling 
the breast if the breast bone 
is protruding and sharp she 
is underweight.

Tips: 
With any sick chicken the first 
thing you should do is remove 
it from the flock. Apple cider 
vinegar is good at acidifying 
the bowls and crops thereby 
preventing bugs and suppressing 
pathogens and it also stimulates 
the immune system. Feeding 
parabiotic or live yoghurts will
help keep your chickens 
digestive system in good 
working order. A drop of honey 
is helpful to give your chicken
energy. For dehydration try 20ml 
of the above 4-6 times a day. 
Before giving the above fluid 
check crop is sufficiently empty 
to take the fluid.

Any treatment which shows no
improvement after 24-36hrs
or condition gets worse then
you must seek veterinary
treatment immediately.

Check for anything poisonous
in the garden such as slug pellets, 
plants such as laburnum, laurel and
nightshade, daffodil bulbs and
rhubarb leaves.

Recommended products:

Organic feed ~ £8.00
Provides everything your hens 
need to stay in tip top condition.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/feed

Chicken Spice ~ £4.00
Not a new aftershave but a  
mineral supplement.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/spice
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Recommended products:

Organic feed ~ £8.00
Provides everything your hens 
need to stay in tip top condition.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/feed

Chicken Spice ~ £4.00
Not a new aftershave but a  
mineral supplement.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/spice

Verm-X ~ £11.00
100% natural ideal for controlling 
parasites in chickens.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/verm

Problems with Droppings
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Is there any blood in  
the droppings?

Does your chicken
have constant
diarrhoea?

Are the droppings white?

No

Yes

Yes Yes

If the chickens diet has suddenly 
changed this can cause the 
droppings to become irregular for 
a few days. This includes feeding 
the chickens unusual scraps from
the kitchen or too much of one 
thing for example cabbage. Some 
plants are poisonous to chickens 
these include, laburnum, laurel, 
nightshade, daffodil bulbs and 
rhubarb leaves.

Stressors include occassional
presence of a predator eg fox
or cat, fireworks. Heat and
cold stress.

White diarrhoea is a symptom of a variety 
of diseases including coccidiosis, pullorum 
disease and fowl typhoid which Omlet
chickens are vaccinated against. However, 
vaccines aren’t 100% effective, to make sure 
you should take a fresh (within 2hrs) sample 
of the dropping to a Vet for analysis, who 
can then prescribe accurate treatment.

Yes

No

Tip: 
If a chicken has diarrhoea you
can help by removing her from 
the flock. You should add 10ml 
cider vinegar per litre to the 
water and a tablespoon of 
honey to the water. You can also 
feed probiotic or live yoghurt to 
aid the digetive system.

Has the chicken recently 
been stressed?

Yes
This could be caused by a parasite called 
blackhead which is carried by the caecal 
worm. You should worm your chicken - see 
sheet Problems with Internal Worms.
Yellow diarrhoea is also a symptom of 
avian flu, if the hen is also sneezing or has 
discharge from the eyes or beak you should 
take the hen to the Vet.

Are the droppings yellow?
Are more 
than 10% 
yellow?

No Are the droppings greenish?

Are the droppings brown?

Yes

If hens are stressed or in a dirty
environment then it can lead to enteritis 
(inflammation of the intestine) which can be 
treated with antibiotics from the Vet.
Possible virus’ are ecoli, malabsorption 
syndrome and salmonella although Omlet
hens are vaccinated against this. A faecal 
test by the vet is probably a good idea to
pinpoint the problem and find the solution.

Salmonella vaccination: whilst
Omlet hens are vaccinated
against disease they require
an annual booster from the Vet.

Yes

Sounds like parasitic worms which can be 
treated by your vet. See the sheet Problems 
with Internal Worms. It could also be 
caused by too much cabbage. Bright green 
diarrhoea is also a symptom of avian flu 
and newcastle disease. If the hen is also 
sneezing or has discharge from the eyes or 
beak you should take the hen to the Vet.
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One in every ten droppings comes from the 
Caecal gland and these will be normally 
yellow. So occasional yellow droppings  
are okay.

No
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Problems with internal worms
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If you can’t see the worms in the 
droppings but you suspect that your
chicken needs worming you can 
have this confirmed by a Vet who 
can analyse a dropping sample. 
Worms that you can’t see are 
Hairworms, Caecal worms and
Roundworms (unless their is a very 
heavy infestation). Treatment would 
be with Flubenvet as per Method 2.

Recommended products:

No

Tip: 
Its a good idea to worm your
chickens twice a year once in the
spring and once in the autumn, if
you coincide this with when the
chickens aren’t laying you won’t
have to withdraw the eggs.

Can you see worms in 
the droppings?

Yes

Method 1. Treatment for tapeworm is 
with Flubenvet. Take 4kg of food and 
mix thoroughly with 10g of flubenvet. 
Feed to your chickens daily for 7 days. 
This should ideally be made fresh every 
day. This has 7 day egg withdrawal
after end of treatment. Flubenvet 
will also treat capillaria. Alternatively, 
tapeworms have been successfully 
treated with Panacur a dog and  
cat wormer.

Tapeworms are white, 7-10 cm long 
and have segmented bodies,
sometimes they look like rice.

Method 2. Treatment for Roundworm 
is with Flubenvet. Take 4kg of food and 
mix thoroughly with 5g of flubenvet. 
Feed to your chickens daily for 7 days. 
This should ideally be made fresh every 
day. There is no egg withdrawal with 
this low level of dosage. Alternatively, 
Roundworms have been successfully 
treated with Panacur a dog and  
cat wormer.

Roundworms are off white/pinkish 
thread like worms that are between 
5 and 7 cm long. You only see these
in the droppings if it is a very
heavy infestation.

Verm-X ~ £11.00
100% natural ideal for controlling 
parasites in chickens.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/verm

Diatomaceous Earth ~ £5.00
It can control both internal and 
external parasites.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/earth
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Problems with crop
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Topics covered: Impacted crop and sour crop.

Has there been a sudden 
change in diet?

Tips: 
With any sick chicken the first thing 
you should do is remove it from the 
flock. Apple cider vinegar is good at 
acidifying the bowls and crops thereby 
preventing bugs and suppressing 
pathogens and it also stimulates the 
immune system. Feeding pro,biotic 
or live yoghurts will help keep your 
chickens digestive system in good 
working order. A drop of honey is 
helpful to give your chicken energy. For 
dehydration try 20ml of the above 4,6 
times a day. Before giving the above 
fluid check crop is sufficiently empty to 
take the fluid.

Any treatment which shows no
improvement after 24 - 36hrs or 
condition gets worse then you must 
seek veterinary treatment immediately.

Is there a problem 
with the crop?

Chickens are very conservative with their feeding 
practice and even a small change can make them wary. 
Changes include the colour and position of the bowl, 
the food constituents or physical appearance of the 
food. If you want to change the feed its best to mix 
the two types together over 5-10 days to make 
the full change.

If the crop feels like it is full of water then she may
have sour crop. This is a yeast infection and can
also be identified by bad breath. Empty the crop of
its contents by holding the hen upside down and
massaging the crop area gently. Stop feeding and
treat with a 1 in 10 solution of apple cider vinegar
with water and a drop of honey. Feed probiotic
yoghurt, after 3 days you can introduce food again.
You can continue feeding live yoghurt once a week
and 10ml/litre apple cider vinegar continuously as
a part of your hens diet.

It could be that the hen is being prevented from eating 
by the other hens. You could put out a second set of 
food and water containers.

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Is the crop hard and
enlarged?

Less likely this could be a crop/stomach stasis where 
the crop or bowell has stopped functioning. If 
loosening the impacted crop doesn’t work then
you need to take your chicken to the vet.

Your chicken may have an impacted crop. This can 
occur when she has eaten a lot of long grass or 
something similar. The grass gets tangled up and forms 
a hard mass in the crop, making it difficult for the 
chicken to eat. You can try to pour a little olive oil or 
liquid paraffin down the throat and gently massage 
the crop to attempt to loosen up the mass. Keep her 
off food for the time while you are treating her but 
make sure she has access to water.  You can also feed 
her live white maggots which will help burrow through 
the crop blockage before being digested. If this does 
not work after a couple of applications you should take 
her to the vet who can surgically remove the blockage.

Yes

Recommended products:

Organic feed ~ £8.00
Provides everything your hens 
need to stay in tip top condition.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/feed

Apple Cider Vinegar ~ £6.00
Aid digestion and help keep their 
feathers in good condition.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/cider

Grub ~ £10.00
The Grub holds enough food to 
feed four chickens for two days.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/grub

Glug ~ £10.00
Holds four pints of water and  
keeps it clean and fresh.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/glug
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If the problem has got progressively 
worse it could be Mareks disease 
although unlikely as Omlet hens 
are vaccinated against this. The 
chicken will have partial paralysis 
on one side. A typical sign is lying 
with one wing and leg outstretched. 
Unfortunately this is incurable. 
Alternative diagnoses; are big liver 
disease or lymphoid leucosis which 
your vet can diagnose.

Yes

Yes

No

Problems with legs and wings

www.omlet.co.uk

Topics covered: Limping, paralysis and scaly leg mite.

Is your chicken 
limping?

Mareks vaccination - Omlet are 
vaccinated against mareks which 
produces a lifelong immunity. 
However not all vaccines take and 
therefore you shouldn’t assume that 
your chicken cannot get mareks.

No

Yes

Clean and disinfect, apply a topical wound powder then dress. Repeat 
daily until wound has healed. If you are not sure about this take the hen 
to the vet. Check that there are no sharp objects in the chicken run. Rats 
can also cause damage to the chickens feet as they roost, so its a good 
idea to check that there aren’t any getting into the house at night.

Has the problem  
suddenly occurred?

Is there a wound on the leg or 
under the foot?

Chickens can strain their muscles/ligaments/tendons of their feet and 
legs. If there is no sign of an injury then keep an eye on her for a few 
days and if things don’t improve consult your vet as it could be an 
infection causing the tendons to swell. If you are concerned your chicken 
is feeling any pain you must take the chicken to the vet.

An alternative diagnosis is inflamed kidneys which may be as a result of 
an underlying problem which you should consult your vet about.

No

Your chicken may have Scaly Leg 
Mite. These mites cause irritation 
by burrowing under the scales of 
the leg. The effect is a whitish film 
and yellow crust stuck firmly onto 
the leg. To treat the chicken you 
need a wide mouthed jar filled with 
surgical spirit. Dunk the affected leg 
once a week for 3 weeks. The crust 
will eventually fall off as chickens 
moult their scales once a year. Do 
not be tempted to pick them off as 
the skin underneath is raw. We are 
aware of successful treatment with 
eprirnex and benzyl benzoate.

YesAre the scales on  
her legs raised?

Recommended products:

Petroleum jelly ~ £3.50
Helps to protect wounds from 
infection, treats scaly leg.
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/jelly

Red Mite Powder ~ £8.50
Keeping your eglu clean is the  
best way to keep red mites away. 
www.omlet.co.uk/shop/mite
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